Determination of DNA structural detail using radioprobing.
To put radioprobing into context as a relatively new method of determining structural detail in deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA), and to review its use since first proposed in 1997. The key feature of the method is that, by experiment or simulation, a radionuclide such as iodine-125 ((125)I) is placed near the DNA at a known point relative to the DNA base sequence, and the number of resulting strand breaks in each nucleotide is determined. As the intensity of damage declines consistently with distance from the radionuclide, relative distances between the emitter and the nucleotides can be deduced, and hence potentially the topology or structural detail of the DNA. For simulation, appropriate software includes a Molecular Dynamics package, analysis and visualization tools, and a Monte Carlo track structure program. A review of published work and our own recent unpublished studies have shown that radioprobing is sufficiently sensitive and consistent to determine structural detail such as internal folding topology and flexing behavior, and can be applied to DNA or a DNA-protein complex in an approximation to its normal biological environment.